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MINUTES 
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ADOPTED AGENDA 
Convening of Sessions (Tuesday 14 November) 
1:15 PM 
The Chair, Monty Sullins, welcomed the participants/attendees to the afternoon session 
and reviewed the afternoon agenda. 
The Chair then asked the Administrative Advisor's representative, Grant Vest, to say a 
few words. 
Grant noted that he is retired now, and was representing the new Administrative Advisor, 
Dr. F. E. (Fee) Busby, who was unable to attend due to a prior commitment. 
Forum: Internet Resources in Wildlife Damage Management 
1 :30 - 2:45 p.rn. 
2:45 - 3:00 p.rn. 
3 :00 - 3 :50 p.rn. 
3:55 - 4:35 p.rn. 
Internet and Its UsesIPotential Within Wildfife Damage. 
Francois Gand, President of Info soft Corp., Burlington, Ontario. 
Break 
Wildlife Damage Management - Are We Floating in Cyberspace or 
Making the Most of the Information Age? Dallas Virchow, University 
of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE. 
Internet Resources: Pesticide Registration 
Diana Dwyer, NWRC, Fort Collins, CO. 
An open discussion followed with questions to the presenters. The session was adjourned 
at 4:40 p.rn. 
2000 Business Meeting (Wednesday 15 November) 
8:30 a.rn. 
The Chair, Monty Sullins, called the meeting to order. The Chair asked if there were any 
questions or comments regarding last year's minutes. There were none and the minutes were 
approved by unanimous vote. 
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Old Business Action Items 
Printing Minutes, and Brochure Distribution 
Ray Sterner announced the NWRC will again print and mail the minutes of this years 
meeting. He will also include a copy of the WCC-95 brochure with the minutes. 
Advance Distribution of Meeting Agenda 
Monte Sullins noted that the agenda was distributed to participants in October of this year. 
List Server 
Desley Whisson reported that she had not proceeded with the list server discussed at last 
year's meeting due to lack of interest. 
Committee to Develop White Papers on Wildlife Damage Management Issues. 
Robert Timmreported that no progress made on this initiative in the last year. 
Monty Sullins reported some contact with the new WCC vertebrate pest group forming in 
the northeast, however there had been not formal interactions as yet. Jim Miller reported the 
group is still in the development phase. The new Chair (D. Virchow) will follow-up. 
New Business 
Ray Sterner and Robert Timm reported that the next Eastern Vertebrate Pest Conference 
will be held in 2003. 
Jim Miller noted that pest management project funding is available through CREES. 
Grant Vest added that there is funding for cooperative projects available through the extension 
service as well. 
Monty Sullins asked if the WCC-95 committee would like to submit proposals under this 
program He requested that any ideas for projects the committee could sponsor be submitted to 
the officers. It was pointed out that the committee has dropped the ball on providing information 
or responding to ballot initiatives affecting wildlife management, such as the anti-trapping 
initiatives. There is a need for scientific factual information such as was proposed previously for 
white papers. One participant commented that it is difficult to devote time to these issues on top 
of regular duties. Pierre Gadd (Sonoma County Agriculture Commissioner) observed that the 
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public perceptions of agriculture and vertebrate pest management are becoming more negative. 
A discussion of the public's role in wildlife management followed. 
Robert Schmidt circulated a handout with results of wildlife management ballot initiatives 
in the recent elections. Waher Howard pointed out that we need to educate the public rather than 
just complain about the public's lack of understanding of wildlife issues. There is a need for 
science based management that should be conveyed to the pubic. Robert Schmidt observed that 
as biologists we tend to speak to ourselves. He suggested that at the next WCC-95 meeting we 
could hold a workshop on writing newspaper articles to educate the public on wildlife issues. 
Monty Sullins, Dale Nolte and Desley Whisson discussed the impacts of recent ballot 
inititatives in Montana, Washington, and California, respectively. Robert Schmidt noted that the 
sponsors of ballot initiatives are learning from their successes and failures, and are applying this 
knowledge each time they introduce initiatives in another state. The initiatives are more refined 
and are having increased success. 
Robert Timm noted that public employees are restricted from taking sides on political 
issues. However, authorship of white papers by the WCC-95 committee may be a way present 
the science of wildlife issues without creating a conflict for public employees. 
Walter Howard added that he is able to speak on issues as a '\vildlife expert" but not as a 
university representative. Desley Whisson confirmed that this approach is acceptable at UC-
Davis. 
Jim Miller proposed that the WCC-95 could perhaps sponsor continuing education for 
state fish and game personnel as a way to train and inform them on wildlife damage management 
issues. Robert Schmidt noted that there is an opportunity to address wildlife pest management 
issues in wildlife courses at universities. Jim Miller then commented that wildlife faculties are 
leaning more towards conservation and away from the traditional wildlife management 
curriculum. He suggested there is a need for field biology instruction for,both wildlife majors and 
non-majors. 
Monty Sullins closed the discussion with a suggestion that we look into a workshop on writing 
articles for newspapers as proposed by Robert Schmidt. 
Financial Report 
John O'Brien reported on the attendance fees collected so far and the expenses for this years 
meeting. It appeared we would have a deficit by relying on the $25.00 fee levied this year. 
Discussion followed to the effect that we must cover facility expenses each year, and that we 
should have a slight surplus to cover unforseen expenses and possibly help defray travel expenses 
of guest speakers when needed. Larry Sullivan motioned that we increase this years fee $25.00 to 
$35.00. Robert Schmidt seconded the motion. The motion carried. 
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Funds Report 
The funds report was not available at the time the Minutes went to press, due to 
unresolved charges relating to the conference facilities. Arrangments manager John O'Brien is 
pursuing the matter. The report will be mailed to the officers as soon as possible, and will be 
available to participants upon request. 
WCC - 95 Committee Charter 
Grant Vest gave a briefhistory of the WCC-95 committee, which started out as the 
WRCC-95. The ''R'' for ''Research'' was dropped because the committee's functions go beyond 
supporting research to include information sharing and identifying needs and trends in wildlife 
pest management. The committee is operating under a 5 year charter approved by the Agriculture 
Administrators of the Western Region (USDA). The current charter runs until September, 2004. 
The annual report to the Agriculture Administrators, due 60 days after each annual meeting, needs 
to include accomplishments of the committee. 
Probe Editor 
Larry Sullivan announced that he recently began serving as editor of the National Animal 
Damage Control Association newsletter, the Probe, which was edited for many years by Robert 
Timm. Larry requested contributions of news items- and announcements be sent to him. 
Discussion of Forum Topic for 2001 Meeting 
John O'Brien suggested the participants each write a draft newspaper article on a wildlife 
topic and bring it to a workshop at next years meeting, where it could be critiqued. 
Jim Miller asked if we could develop a course on writing for a public audience for state 
fish and game agencies? 
Grant Vest pointed out that as part of our charter the committee needs to have some 
accomplishments. 
Ray Sterner asked ifwe should focus on a specific project? Robert Schmidt seconded 
Ray's point, and suggested each participant might bring a news article each year to build a library 
of articles for participants. 
John O'Brien suggested we select a project for next year now. 
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Walter Howard suggested developing a report on pocket gopher baits. 
John Eisemann noted that with the Food Quality Protection Act and regulatory concerns 
about endocrine disrupters, there is still a need to focus attention on registration issues affecting 
vertebrate pesticides. He volunteered to update the committee next year on the status of these 
issues . 
. 
Jim Miller asked if we can invite local government decision makers to future meetings? 
John O'Brien noted we had a public affairs official from the Nevada Fish and Game Dept. make a 
presentation at a past meeting. 
Tim Van Deelen suggested all participants bring draft newspaper articles on overhead 
transparencies to next years meeting for an expert to critique. Robert Timm suggested 
participants also bring copies on disk which could be exchanged. among members. 
Desley Whisson asked if someone can distribute a list of e!"mail addresses of participants? 
Ray Sterner agreed to do this. John Baroch will provide Ray with updated addresses following 
this meeting. Desley suggested we could create a library of newspaper articles on a WCC-95 
web page, with password protection to limit access to participants. She volunteered to set this 
up. The web page could also have announcements, a copy of the brochure, and officers names. 
Election of Officers 
Monty described the past process of officer positions rotating from Secretary to Vice 
Chair to Chair. It was unanimously agreed that this process was effective. Larry Sullivan 
nominated Dale Nolte of the NWRC for the Secretary position for 2001. Ray Sterner seconded 
the motion. The chair asked for other nominations. There were none. The committee voted by a 
show of hands. The election of Dale as the new Secretary was unanimous. 
Year 2001 WCC-95 Meeting Date and Location 
Walter Howard motioned to meet on November 13 .. 15-,2001, at Circus Circus Hotel, Reno, NV. 
John O'Brien seconded the motion. The motion carried. 
The next annual meeting of the WCC-95 will be November 13-15, 2001 at Circus Circus 
Hotel, Reno, NV. 
Abstracts for 2000 Minutes 
John Baroch asked presenters to submit abstracts from the 2000 meeting by mid-December. 
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Year 2001 Action Items 
1. The new Chair (D. Virchow), will maintain periodic contact with the Northeastern 
WCC committee on vertebrate pests of public lands regarding future interactions. 
2. Desley Whisson will set up a web page for the WCC-95 members, with 
information such as announcements, the brochure, officers names, and potentially 
in the future, a library of news articles and white papers. 
3. John Eisemann will update the committee on the impacts of the Food Quality 
Protection Act and other issues affecting the registration of vertebrate pesticides. 
4. The officers will consider a workshop on effective writing for newspapers as a 
topic for next year's forum. The officers will notify participants as early as 
possible if this is the topic so people can come prepared with draft articles and 
suggested topics. 
The Chair adjourned the Business Meeting at 10:00 AM. 
Presentations (Wednesday 15 November) The remainder of Wednesday's activities consisted 
of presentations (See Abstracts). 
10:20-11 :00 
11 :00-11 :20 
11 :30-12:00 
12:00-1:20 
1:20- 1:30 
1:30-1:45 
1:50-2:10 
New National Wildlife Control Operators Association (NWCOA) 
Certification~ Guidelines Tim Julien, NWCOA President 
Update on A VMA Euthanasia GuideDnes Robert Schmidt, USU, 
Logan, UT 
.. The Animal Liberation Front: Activists Running Amok. John Baroch, 
Genesis Laboratories, Wellington, CO 
Lunch 
Wildlife, Damage, and Dryland Agriculture on the Eastern 
Plains of Colorado Ray Sterner, NWRC, Ft. Collins, CO 
Intervention Decisions in Wildlife Damage Management - Some 
Economics Ray Sterner, NWRC, Ft. Collins, CO 
The Development and Testing of Leg-hold Trap Monitor Systems for 
Canids Todd Gosselink, Illinois Natural History Survey, Champaign, IL 
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2:40-3:00 
3:00-3:20 
3:20-3:35 
3:35- 4:25 
4:30.;. 4:50 
4:50-5:00 
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Three Strychnine Bait Concentrations for Controlling Plains Pocket 
Gophers Craig Ramey, NWRC, Ft. Collins, CO 
Cholecalciferol Oat Baits for Controlling California Ground Squirrels 
Geraldine McCann, NWRC, Ft. Collins, CO 
Break 
Acceptance of Various Dyes and Oil Formulations on Steam Rolled 
Oats Ned Dochtermann, UC-Davis, CA 
Aluminum Phosphide Industrial Hygiene Field Study of Rodent _ 
Burrow Applicator Personnel Rex Baker, CSPU, Corona, CA 
The Use of Diazicon as a Contraceptive in Rodents Paul Nash, NWRC, 
Ft. Collins, CO 
Questions and Answersl Announcements 
Continuance of Presentations (Thursday 16 November) 8:30 AM 
The Chair convened the session and expressed the appreciation of the committee for the 
outstanding efforts of-Grant Vest and John O'Brien. Larry Sullivan announced that the group had 
taken a collection and was having an appropriate award commissioned for Grant Vest in 
appreciation for his many years of service and leadership with the committee. 
8:35- 9:05 
9:05- 9:40 
9:40- 9:50 
Additional Presentations 
Grey Wolf Reintroduction in the Rocky Mountains: What Will Work 
in Utah? Robert Schmidt, USU, Logan, UT 
Bears in Timber Stands: Damage and Prevention Measures 
Dale Nohe, NWRC, Olympia, WA 
An Update on Activities of The Wildlife Society's Wildlife Damage 
Management Working Group Robert Timm, UC Hopland R & E Center, 
Hopland, CA 
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Human Poisoning Incidents: Strychnine and Zinc Phosphide 
Rodenticide Products John Eisemann, NWRC, Ft. Collins, CO 
The Chair, Monty Sullins asked for the individuals present to make a brief summary of 
their past year's activities. The following are their summaries: 
Robert Schmidt discussed the current educational and experience requirements for 
biologists being hired by the federal government and requested input on what the standard 
requirements should be. He also announced that the 2002 Vertebrate Pest Conference will be 
held at the Silver Legacy Hotel in Reno. Proceedings of the 2000 VPC were to be distributed the 
last week of November, 2000. 
Dallas Virchow reported that he is working on a Nebraska Prairie Dog Management Plan 
in response to the USFWS. A draft plan is scheduled for completion by October 2001. He wants 
to establish a list of historical populations. The plan must direct observation and monitoring 
efforts, and address threats such as plague and urbanimtion. Dallas also requested· ideas for other 
items to include at the Nebraska wildlife damage management web site he is building. 
Monty Sullins reported on the Montana Prairie Dog Management Plan, which is nearly 
complete. The goal is to maintain 1998 (pre-plague) population levels. Black-footed ferret 
reintroductions and continuing, With varying succeSS. Montana populations are not yet self-
sustaining. They are trying fencing around initial release sites, and coyote control. Distemper is 
also a concern with the ferrets. Regarding prairie dog populations, plague is recognized as a 
serious problem in the state. 
Georg Ziegltrum reported that in Washington state forests, the problems with bear 
damage to forests is largely under control. Due to a recently passed ballot initiative in 
Washington, the conibear trap may be lost as a control method for mountain beavers, which are a 
significant problem in reforestation efforts. The Washington Forest Protection association would 
like to look into alternatives such as toxicants and contraceptives. 
Geraldine McCann is on leave :from her job at NWRC in Fort Collins. She has recently 
begun a one year assignment with the EPA in Washington, working in the rodenticide registration 
division. 
Walter Howard encouraged all participants to continue challenging anima) rights 
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supporters to understand nature and the need to cull predators. 
Rex Baker is continuing to focus on the aluminum phosphide worker exposure issue. He 
is also involved in advising military bases in California on ground squirrel problems. Protecting 
burrowing owls is a concern. Current recommendations are to use grain baits rather than 
fumigate. 
Ray Sterner reported there is currently an injunction against releasing names of 
cooperators in research projects under the freedom of infonnation act because of harassment of 
cooperators. Also, there is a lot of attention being focused on rabies in raccoons. 
John O'Brien noted Nevada had a Section 18 emergency exemption to use zinc phosphide 
baits for dormant season treatments in timothy hay. The problem has died down and the Section 
18 exemption may not be renewed. Also, the management of wild horses continues to be a very 
polarizing issue is Nevada. 
Are Berentsen reported he has been looking at ground squirrel burrow structures and 
ways to reduce reinfestation rates. 
Desley Whisson reported on a number of research projects: The Belding ground squirrel 
management research program is over,_however there is still a need for improved management 
stratagies. The California ground squirrel research plan will be looking at reduced baiting 
strategies with extensive field trials this next year. _Blood chemistry work supports the idea that a 
1 and 5 day baiting schedule may be as effective as the traditional 1 , 3, 5 day baiting schedule. 
Other projects include Best Management Practices, immunocontraceptives for rodent control, 
coordinating wildlife hazing at oil spills, deer repellents, muskrat control, and black rat predation 
on bird colonies at Point Reyes. 
Ned Dochtermann reported he will be expanding his work on dyes and oils in bait 
formulations to pocket gophers. 
John Eisemann reported on some ofhis experiences presenting wildlife damage 
management programs developed by NWRC to school children. Currently, programs have been 
developed on coyote predation of sheep and bird strike hazards. These programs are available 
from Diane Dwyer at NWRC. Other projects include a consortium looking at aerial baiting of 
rats in Hawaii, acetaminophen registration for brown tree snake control in Guam, and efforts to 
authorize M-44 use to protect sage grouse from coyote predation. 
Larry Sullivan is developing a new course at the University of Arizona in Wildlife Damage 
Management starting in the fall of 200 1. 
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Doug Freeman reported that RCO is looking at a new bait. 
Robert Timm reported on research activities at the Hopland field station. Projects include 
diphacinone in sheep collars, the Coyote Lure Operative Device (CLOD), invasive weeds and 
seed predation by small mammals, deer population studies, tick vector work, and water quality 
research looking at the role of coyotes and ground squirrels in the spread of cryptosporidia. 
John Baroch reported that Genesis Labs is conducting product chemistry studies to fulfill 
CDFA's zinc phosphide bait registration requirements, and also is looking at non-target hazards 
of the avian toxicant DRC-1339 for the USFWS. 
Tim Julien of the NWCOA noted his organization would like to cooperate with the WCC-
95 where possible. 
Ron Eng of CDF A reported his department is still addressing issues from the 
anticoagulant Reregistration Eligibility Decision (RED), and is completing the data package for 
reregistering zinc phosphide products as well. 
Paul Gorenzel has a project planned which will look at the effectiveness of1asers in 
repelling crows from urban roosts, and will be working on field trials comparing 0.005% and 
0.01% diphacinone ground squirrel baits for CDFA. 
Monty Sullins reported that in Montana, controlled studies with a-device which causes 
explosions in ground squirrel burrows have not been able to corroborate anecdotal efficacy claims 
by the manufacturer. 
The annual meeting was adjourned at 11 :40 by Chair Monty Sullins. 
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PARTICIPANTS/ATTENDEES 
Asterisked Names (*) are Participants 
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University (970) 568-7059 arberentsen@ucdavis.edu 
1776 Bobbitt Ave. (970) 568-3293 Fax 
Corona, CA 92881 jbaroch@genesislabs.com 
(909) 737-1309 
RbakerVertIPM@AOL.com 
Rich Bireley Shelly Blair David Bryson* 
California Dept. of Pesticide California Dept. of Food & Lipha Tech, Inc. 
Regulation Agriculture P.O. Box 3480 
(916) 324-3930 1220 N. St., Room A-I 07 Yuba City, CA., 95992 
Sacramento, CA 95814 (530) 673-5402 
sb1air@cdfa.ca.gov 
F. E. Busby* Ned Dochtermann Diana Dwyer 
College of Natural Resources Dept. ofFish & USDANWRC 
Utah State University Conservation Biology, U.C. 4104 Laporte Ave. 
Logan, UT 84322 Davis. Ft. Collins, CO 80521 
(453) 797-2452 One Shields Ave diana.l.dwyer@aphis.usda.gov 
feebusby@cnr.usu.edu Davis, CA 95616 
(530) 752-1509 
eadochtermann@Ucdavis.edu 
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John Eisemann * Ron Eng Kathleen Fagerstone* 
NWRC California Dept. of Food and NWRC 
4101 Laporte Ave. Agriculture 4101 Laporte Ave. 
Ft. Collins, CO. 80521-2154 1220 N St. Room A-357 Ft. Collins, CO, 80521-2154 
(970) 266-6158 Sacramento, CA 95814 (970)266-6161 
john.d.eisemann @usda.gov (916) 654-0768 kathleen.a.fagerstone@aphis 
reng@cdfa.ca.gov usda.gov 
Doug Freeman* Pierre Gadd Francois Gand 
Rodent Control Outfitters, Sonoma-County Ag. 2209 Mountain Grove Ave. 
.. 
Inc. Commissioner Burlington, ON, L7P 2H8 
24875 Peoria Rd. 2604 Ventura Ave. (905)319-2498 
Harrisburg, OR 97446 Santa Rosa, CA 95403 (905)319-3071 Fax 
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email: RCODoug@aoI.com (707) 565-3850 Fax 
pgadd@sonoma.co.org 
Jeff Green W. Paul Gorenzel Todd Gosselink 
USDAIAPHISIWS Wildlife, Fish and Cons. BioI. Illinois Natural History 
12345 W. Alameda Pkwy. One Shields Ave. Survey 
Lakewood, CO Davis, CA, 95616-8751 607 E. Peabody Dr. 
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wpgorenzel@Ucdavis.edu (217) 265-0919 
gosselin@uiuc.edu 
Tim Hagen Brent Hazen* Walter Howard 
South Dakota Dept. of WJlco Distributors Inc. 24 College Pk. 
Agriculture P.O. Box 291 Davis, CA 95616 
523 E. Capitol Lompoc, CA 93438 wehoward@ucdavis.edu 
Pierre, SD 57501 (805) 735-2476 
(605) 773-4432 (805) 735-3629 Fax 
(605) 773-3481 Fax email: williewilc@aol.com 
tim.hagen@state.sd.us 
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Tim Julien Darlene Kilpatrick Terry Mansfield 
NWCOA 5380 Boyer Rd. California Dept ofFish and 
1832 N. Brazil Ave. Mariposa, CA 95338 Game 
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(317)895-6069 darluvbug@Yahoo.com 
tjulien@iquest.net 
Rex Marsh Ed Marshall* (ext 7228), Geraldine McCann* 
549 Reed Drive efin@liphatech.com Ariel Rios Bldg. (7505C) 
Davis, CA 95616 David Fox (ext. 7223), 1200 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
(530) 753-3609 davefox@liphatech.com Washington, DC 20460 
remarsh@ucdavis.edu Lipha Tech, Inc. (703) 605-0716 
3600 W. Elm St. (703) 305-6596 FAX 
Milwaukee, WI 53209 geraldine.r.mccann@ 
(414) 351-1476 usda.gov 
(414) 351-1847 Fax 
Gerald Miller* James E. Miller* Paul Nash 
California Dept. of Food and USDAlCSREESINRE USDAI APHISIWS 
Agriculture AgBox2210 National Wildlife Research 
1220 N St. Room A-357 Rm. 829, Aerospace Ctr. Center 
Sacramento, CA 95814 Washington, DC, 20250- 4101 Laporte Ave. 
(916) 654-0768 2210 Fort Collins, CO 80521-2154 
(916) 653-2403 Fax (202) 401-6602 (970) 266-6166 
gmiller@cdfu.ca.com (202) 401-1706 Fax (970) 266-6157 Fax 
jmiller@reesudagov paul. b.nash@aphis.usda.gov 
Dale Nolte* John O'Brien* Brett Petersen * 
NWRC Nevada Department of USDANWRC 
9730 B Lathrop Industrial Agriculture 4101 Laporte Ave .. 
Dr., S.W. 350 Capitol Hill Ave. Ft. Collins, CO 80521-2154 
Olympia, WA, 98512 Reno, NV 89502 (970) 223-1588 x 238 
(360) 956-3793 (775) 688-1180 x241 . (530) 752-2564 
dale.l.nolte@usda.gov (775) 688-1178 Fax (530) 752-4154 Fax 
jobrien@govmail.state.nv.us brett.e.petersen@aphis.usda. 
gov 
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Craig Ramey* Terry Salmon * Robert Schmidt* 
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Jon Shelgren * Gary Simmons Ray Sterner* 
Cal. EPA USDAIAPIDSIWS USDAI APIDSIWS 
850 K St. P.O. Box 255348 National Wildlife Research 
Sacramento, CA 95864 Sacramento, CA 95865 Center 
(916) 324-3952 (916) 979-2675 4101 Laporte Ave. 
(916) 324-1719 Fax gary.d.simmons@usda.gov Fort Collins, CO 80521-2154 
jshelgren@cdpr.ca.gov (970) 266-6170 
(970) 266-6157 Fax 
ray.t.stemer@aphis.usda.gov 
Monty Sullins Larry Sullivan * Nicola Svircev* 
Montana Dept. of Agriculture 325 Bio-Science East HACCO,Inc. 
321 S. 24th St. West U.ofAZ P.O. Box 7190 
Billings, MT 59102 Tucson, AZ, 85721. •. Madison, WI 53707 
(406) 652-3615 (520) 621-7998 (608) 221-6200 
(406) 652-3617 Fax sullivan@ag.arizonaedu (608) 221-6208 Fax 
msullins@state.mt.us 
Judy Thompson* Robert Timm* Tim Van Deelen * 
HACCO,Inc. UC Hopland R&E Center Illinois Natural History 
P.O. Box 7190 4070 University Rd. Survey 
Madison, WI. 53707 Hopland, CA 95449 607 E. Peabody Dr. 
(608) 221-6200 (707) 744-1424 Champaign, IL 61820 
(608) 221-6208 Fax (707) 744-1040 Fax (217) 333-6856 
rmtimm@ucdavis.edu (217) 333-4949 Fax 
deelen@mail.inhs.uiuc.edu 
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Grant Vest* Dallas Virchow* Desley Whisson * 
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(435) 753-4714 Lincoln, NE, 68583-0758 University of California 
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Gary Witmer* Georg Ziegltrum 
USDAIAPIDSIWS Washington Forest 
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(970) 266-6095 gziegltrum@wfpa.org 
(970) 266-6157 Fax 
gary. w. witmer@aphis.usda. 
gov 
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ABSTRACTS 
ALUMINUM PHOSPHIDE INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE STUDY 
By 
Rex Baker 
California Polytechnic State University Foundation ,Corona, CA 
Abstract: The major objective of this study is to determine the extent of exposure occurring in 
the field to application personnel and bystanders when aluminum phosphide is applied to rodent 
burrows. Another objective is to identify training needs and develop training practices that would 
reduce risk of exposure to phosphine. The dependability and accuracy of available monitoring 
equipment used under field conditions is also being studied. 
The field trial protocol called for monitoring of 8 to 12 California Certified Qualified 
Applicators (QAC) and 8 to 12 non-QAC applicators for 3 to 5 day periods in both agricultural 
and urban landscape settings. To date 11 non-QAC applicators performing ground squirrel and 
pocket gopher control in almond orchards have been monitored on 3 farms located in the Merced, 
Madera and Firebaugh areas. Additionally, 7 QAC and 1 non-QAC applicators have been 
monitored in urban areas of Orange and Los. Angeles Counties. Both ground squirrel and pocket 
gopher applications are also being conducted in the urban areas, however the majority of the work 
is for gophers. 
The trials were initiated as soon as EPA had confirmed protocol acceptance in July of 
2000. The hot weather and low wind conditions present were not typical of when the majority of 
ground squirrel fumigation would normally be performed, March through June. However the 
need for data was urgent and we found a sufficient number of grower co-operators who were not 
yet finished with treatments. 
To date 19 applicators were monitored for 63 application and 26 control days. Over 7200 
burrows were treated at the maximum label rate of 4 tablets per burrow with 25,296 tablets being 
used on over 1000 acres. Resulting exposure to applicators did not exceed the 8 hour time 
weighted average (TWA) of 0.3 ppm established by regulations for any applicator. However, 
there were 8 occasions where the 15 minute short tenn exposure limit (STEL) ofl.O ppm was 
exceeded, but up to 4 a day are allowed and no one bad more than 1 per day. A number of safe 
handling practices have been identified that could reduce risks of phosphine exposure and prevent 
exceeding the STEL, or the 0.3 ppm level above which a full face mask must be worn. This 
respiratory protection currently pertains to indoor applications only. Some of the safe practices 
identified include: applying only when there is positive air flow, holding the flask out away from 
the face and body, keeping the flask closed as much as possible, applying in the cooler part of the 
day, and airing out newly opened flasks. At least one trial for ground squirrel treatment in the 
Valley will be performed in late winter or early spring to compare cool weather condition data 
with the hot weather trials. 
Monitoring of treated fields for worker re-entry and bystander safety during treatment and 
48 hours fonowing indicated that only insignificant traces of phosphine, wen below current 
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tolerance levels, were occasionally detected. Testing of the environment around occupied 
structures is not yet complete. Testing of equipment accuracy is also not complete due to a 
shortage of reliable, and certified, test gasses. There appears to be some cross gassing 
contamination problems with the new high technology equipment, however the overall 
perfonnance looks promising. 
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THE ANIMAL LIBERATION FRONT: 
ACTIVISTS RUNNING AMOK 
By 
John Baroch 
Genesis Laboratories, Wellington, CO 
Abstract: Genesis Laboratories is a private contract research laboratory with facilities in 
Wellington, Colorado. We are engaged in wildlife toxicology research and the development of 
vertebrate pest management products. On August 28, 2000, our research facility was raided by 
terrorists affiliated with the Animal Liberation Front (ALF). They managed to release some 
outdoor caged birds and cut a hole through a wall to enter the facility before an alarm was 
triggered and they fled. The incident caused little harm, but increased our awareness and 
readiness for future attacks. 
We learned subsequently that the ALF is a loose knit organization of individuals which 
operate as independent terrorist cells in planning and conducting operations. The ALF press 
office in Canada distributes press releases of their exploits but has no direct contacts with 
operatives. This makes it very difficult to link and prosecute members. 
Members of the organization are very active, conducting several operations each month 
across the U.S. Fur farms are probably the chief targets, followed by research facilities. 
However, any and all organizations which use animals or animal products for any purpose are 
potential targets. The organization espouses a philosophy of non-violence, and initially focused 
on "liberating" captive animals. However, their tactics have shifted to place an emphasis on 
property destruction and inflicting economic damage on animal "abusers." Arson is a favorite 
weapon. 
Some states such as Oregon have strengthened laws against animal rights terrorists, and 
there is pending legislation in Congress, the Animal Enterprise Protection Act, which would give 
the federal government increased powers to pursue ALF members and their assets. The ALF 
maintains a web site with information on their philosophy, tactics, and operations, at 
www.envirolink.orglALF/. The best source of information on the group and -how to guard 
against them is the Foundation for Biomedical Research (FBR), which is an industry supported 
group promoting public understanding and ethical use of animals in scientific and medical 
research. The-FBR maintains a database of ALF actions going back to 1981, provides consulting 
resources on security for institutions using animals, and lobbies congress to step up legal 
protection for animal research organizations. They can be contacted at www.fbresearch.org. 
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ACCEPT ANCE OF VARIOUS DYES AND OIL FORMULATIONS 
ON STEAM ROLLED OATS 
By 
Ned A. Dochtennann, Post Graduate Researcher· 
Terrell P. Salmon, Extension Wildlife Specialist 
Wildlife, Fisheries and Conservation Biology, 
University of California, Davis, CA 
Abstract: A major control method of vertebrate pests in California is the use of steam rolled oats 
(SROs) treated with various toxicants. The success of such a control method is closely related to 
the acceptability of the grain baits to the target species. Typically grain baits are composed of 
SROs, the toxicant, an indicator dye and an oil combination acting as both a spreader and binder 
of these materials to the grain. All of these components of the bait could potentially decrease bait 
acceptance. 
In the spring and summer of2000 we performed a series of tests designed to determine 
the effects of various dyes and oil formulations on acceptance of grain bait by Norway rats 
(Rattus norvegicus) and California ground squirrels (Spermophilus beecheyi). Due to problems 
with availability of wild Norway rats we used Wistar strain domestic Norway rats in substitution. 
Six different dyes, four oil formulations, and clean (untreated) SROs were fed to Norway 
rats and California ground squirrels and consumption measured in competition with a control diet 
ofSROs coated with a 1:1 combination of lecithin and mineral oil (LIMO). The dyes tested were 
either those currently used in the formulation of rodenticides or were food grade dyes being 
considered as alternatives. Oil formulations were also based on the current formulations of grain 
baits as recommended by the California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA). The 
control diet was chosen because it is the basic foundation of the rodenticide baits currently 
registered by CDFA. Subjects were provided with equal amounts of a test diet and of the control 
diet and consumption measured for 24 hours. This was repeated on three consecutive days per 
trial with each diet eventually being tested on 20 different animals. 
The addition of oils and dyes to grain resulted in no significant difference in consumption. 
While some questions remain it seems thatthere are a wide variety of dyes that can be used in the 
formulation of rodenticides. 
This work combined with similar work to be done on other vertebrate pest species can be 
used for more informed formulation of future and current toxic baits. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF LEG-HOLD TRAP 
MONITOR SYSTEMS FOR CANIDS 
By 
Todd E. Gosselink, Illinois Natural History Survey 
Timothy R. Van Deelen, Illinois Natural History Survey 
Ronald P. Larkin, Illinois Natural History Survey 
Rodney M. Sabick, Bloomington, IL 
Richard E. Warner, Dept. Of Natural Resources and 
Environmental Sciences, Univ. Illinois, Urbana, IL 
Abstract: Due to extreme wariness, wild canids are virtually impossible to capture without the 
use of leg-hold traps. However, leg-hold trapping is controversial because ofhumane concerns 
and the potential for capturing non-target species. Until now, tecbnological improvements in leg-
hold trapping have been limited to modification of the trap itself (e.g., padded, offset jaws) with 
little attention given to reducing the amount of time that a trapped animal is restrained. Since 
> restraint time is a key determinant of stress and injury, we developed and tested 3 electronic trap 
monitors that notifY the researcher when the trap is sprung. Electronic monitoring enabled us to 
process trapped animals within 20 minutes of capture in an on-going study of foxes and coyotes. 
In contrast to trapping without monitor devices (10 fox mortalities due to capture myopathy and 
predation kiIls - 14% of all fox captures), electronic monitoring resulted in 0 instances of capture 
myopathy or predation on 63 trapped animals (12 species). This technique promises to be an 
important advance in the humane capture of wildlife and may be especially useful in situations 
where leg-hold trapping might otherwise be impossible (e.g. urban studies). 
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NATIONAL WILDLIFE CONTROL OPERATORS ASSOCIATION CERTIFICATION 
OF PROFESSIONAL WILDLIFE CONTROL OPERATORS 
By 
Tim Julien, President 
National Wildlife Control Operators Association 
Indianapolis, IN 
Abstract: NWCOA, a non-profit, professional trade association devoted to professional 
development of the Wildlife Damage Management industry through the individual development of 
- well educated, experienced, and dedicated wildlife control operators. NWCOA has sought to 
promote and strengthen professional standards within the wildlife damage management industry. 
To this end, NWCOA has developed a professional certification program designed to evaluate the 
education and professional experience of wildlife control operators. 
A professional wildlife control operator is a person with demonstrated expertise in the art 
and science of applying the principles of wildlife damage management to the sound resolution of 
wildlife conflicts with humans. An applicant for professional certification who demonstrates this 
expertise through education and experience and is judged to be able to represent the profession as 
an ethical practitioner will be designated as a Certified Wildlife Control Professional. 
Present-day professional wildlife control operators have developed from many disciplines. 
Strict application of precisely defined certification criteria would be detrimental to the continued 
development of the profession these operators have built. 
These requirements for certification are intended to be a means of demonstrating the 
special expertise required to practice as a professional wildlife control operator. A Certification 
Review Board (CRB), composed ofhigbly qualified wildlife control operators, must determine 
whether the education, experience, and professional contributions of the applicant satisfy the 
intent of the established minimum requirements. 
The program for certification of wildlife control operators is a service provided by 
NWCOA for it's members, as well as non-members and the public, who may desire a peer 
evaluation statement. Certification constitutes recognition by NWCOA that, to it's best 
knowledge, an applicant meets the minimum educational, experience, and ethical standards 
adopted by this Association. Certification does not constitute a guarantee that the applicant meets 
certain standards of competence or possesses certain knowledge. 
NWCOA has established objectives, rules and procedures for certification and the 
administration of the program. NCWOA will maintain, annually update, and disseminate a 
registry of certified wildlife control operators. An appropriate schedule of fees ensures that the 
program is financially self-sustaining. 
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CHOLECALCIFEROL OAT BAITS FOR CONTROLLING 
CALIFORNIA GROUND SQUIRRELS 
By 
Geraldine R. McC~ Biological Science Technician (Wildlife) 
George H. Matshke, Wildlife Biologist (Retired) 
USDAI APIDSIWSlNational Wildlife Research Center 
Fort Collins, CO 
Abstract: The California Vertebrate Pest Control Research Advisory Committee funded the 
California Department of Food and Agriculture (CDFA) to contract a laboratory study with the 
National Wildlife Research Center (NWRC) to evaluate cholecalciferol as a possible replacement 
rodenticide for 1080 (sodium fluoroacetate) and strychnine alkaloid to control California ground 
squirrel (Spermophilus beecheyi) popUlations. Sixty California ground squirrels were captured, 
shipped to NWRC, and placed on a 3-day, no-choice, feeding study. Six groups often animals 
were fed different concentrations of cholecalciferol treated oat baits: 0.00% (control), 0.015%, 
0.022%, 0.033%, 0.050%, and 0.075%. Mortality for each group was 0110, 3/10, 9/10, 5/10, 
8110, and 9/10, respectively. Total3-day food consumption of the different concentrations 
ranged from 29.90 g (0.075%) to 63.85 g (0.000%). All carcasses were examined for calcium 
deposition on the heart and kidneys. Calcium deposits were recorded; but the deposits could not 
effectively be differentiated between the treated groups or by the amount of cholecalciferol 
ingested. The groups with 90% (0~022% concentration), 80% (0.050% ), and 90% (0.075%) 
mortalities meet the 70% minimum standard established by the Environmental Protection Agency 
for verifYing efficacy of rodenticides. 
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THE USE OF DIAZACON AS A CONTRACEPTIVE IN RODENTS 
By 
Paul B. Nash and Lowell A. Miller 
National WIldlife Research Center, Fort Collins, CO 
Abstract: Diazacon (20,25 diazacholesterol) is a cholesterol analog that inhibits the production 
of cholesterol and of steroid hormones. Diazacon (formerly registered as Ornitrol<i) has been 
used to inhloit reproduction in birds. Because diazacon can be used orally, it may be a useful tool 
for reducing fertility in rodents, especially those that breed once a year. Research using prairie 
dogs as a model is underway. Four wards in two colonies ofprairie dogs were divided- into two 
treated and two control units. Treatment consisted often applications ofbait containing 0.25% 
diazacon in molasses coated rolled oats. Using a population estimate, 30 mglday/prairie dog was 
provided with a target dose of 100 mg per prairie dog over the course of the treatment. A 
sampling of prairie dogs was obtained by trapping and bleeding to assay for cholesterol and 
hormone levels (results pending). During a three day window at a time when females were 
expected to be nursing, females were trapped and checked for lactation. 22 of22 in the control 
groups and 4 of5 in the treated groups were lactating. Because of the small number offemales 
trapped at the treated sites, no conclusions regarding the effect of treatment can be drawn from 
these results. Using a sighting index ofpopulation, the proportion of young to adults was 
determined to be 1.7 for the control groups and 0.7 for the treated groups, or a 59% reduction. 
Cholesterol levels may provide insight into the proportion of animals eating a sufficient amount_of 
bait. Future studies will be necessary to establish dosage requirements and optimal bait 
formulations as well as feasibility and cost. 
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BEARS IN TIMBER STANDS: DAMAGE AND PREVENTATIVE MEASURES 
By 
Dale Nolte 
USDAIAPIDSIWSINWRC, Olympia, WA 
Abstract: This paper provides an overview ofblack bear damage and highlights studies 
conducted through the National Wildlife Research Center (NWRC) to assess or develop non-
lethal means to reduce bear damage in timber stands. Black bears (Ursus americanus) strip bark 
from coniferous trees to feed on newly forming vascular tissue during spring. Damage inflicted 
through this behavior can be extremely detrimental to the heahh and economic value of timber 
stands. Timber producers estimate that bears inflict $11.5 million in damage on private lands in 
western Oregon, and probably cause greater losses in Washington. 
A series of studies was conducted by NWRC to assess efficacy and investigate nutritional 
status and select behavioral characteristics of feeding bears. The:first experiment revealed that the 
percentage of damaged trees in stands with foraging bears varied from 2% to 52%. When 
supplemental feeding was introduced on these stands, damage was reduced to approximately 10% 
of that on untreated stands. Bears consuming supplemental feed did gain a significant nutritional 
advantage while feeding, but this did not equate to long term increases in age-specific body 
masses or fat content. These results indicate that it is unlikely supplemental feeding is directly 
increasing the reproductive success ofbears. Supplemental feeding also did not affect the home 
range sizes of bears in feeding areas, but it may serve to concentrate bears in a particular location. 
Concurrent experiments provided insightful data on bear use of feeding stations. 
Numerous bears fed at stations, including females with and without cubs, yearlings, and boars. 
Boar feeding bouts at the stations were generally short, less than 30 minutes. Bears generally fed 
alone, although two to three bears were observed at a feeder simultaneously and the feeding 
partners were not consistent. There was little antagonistic behavior observed around the feeders, 
and no evidence that this behavior inhibited foraging opportunities for long. On the rare occasion 
a bear was driven from a feeder it returned later that same day to feed, generally within an hour. 
Another series of studies investigated whether phytochemicals in Douglas-fir tissue 
mediate black bear tree selection and whether foraging choices could be ahered through 
silviculture management practices (thinning, urea fertilization, pruning, genetic selection). Initial 
studies revealed that bear foraging preferences were based in part on chemical constituents in the 
forage. Black bears maximized their intake of carbohydrates and minimized their intake of 
terpenes. By comparing bear preference with chemical constituents in trees grown under varied 
silvicultural practices we were able to predict the impact of these practices on stand vulnerability 
to bear damage. Pruning reduces the likelihood of a stand being damaged by bears, while thinning 
or fertilizing stands increases the potential for damage. The pruning prediction was confirmed 
through a survey ofbear damaged trees on a stand of pruned and unpruned timber. Odds ratios 
indicate that black bears were four times more likely to forage unpruned Douglas-fir than pruned 
Douglas-fir; three times more likely to forage unpruned hemlock than pruned hemlock. Another 
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experiment demonstrated that the allocation of constitutive terpenoids in vascular tissues was not 
at the expense of tree growth. Thus, it may be possible to select for trees that are less vulnerable 
to bear damage without sacrificing growth potential. 
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HUMAN POISONING INCIDENTS: 
STRYCHNINE AND ZINC PHOSPHIDE RODENTICIDE PRODUCTS 
By 
B. E. Petersen and J. D. Eisemann 
USDA! APIDSIWSlNational Wildlife Research Center 
Fort Collins, CO 
Abstract: Accidental human exposure to pesticide products is a major concern of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). One condition of the product reregistration is the 
submission of product specific incident report summaries from the American Association of 
Poison Control Center's (AAPCC) Toxic Exposure Surveillance System (TESS). 
In response to this requirement, the Strychnine and Zinc Phosphide Consortiums 
submitted product specific data for 3-year periods between 1990-1992 and 1996-1998, 
respectively. During these specific periods, there were 339 incidents, involving 41 products, 
attributed to strychnine. Eighty-eight (26%) of the strychnine incidents involved products that are 
currently canceled or assumed to be canceled. Only 17 incidents involved restricted-use products; 
29 involved general use products. Specific products were not reported in the remaining 202 
incidents. Four hundred and fifteen incidents, involving 23 products, were attributed to zinc 
phosphide. Eighteen of the zinc phosphide incidents involved products that are currently canceled 
or assumed to be canceled or were not rodenticides. Only 19 incidents involved restricted-use 
products; 244 (59%) involved general use products. However, one general use product which 
has not been manufactured since 1992 accounted for 174 (42%) ofall zinc phosphide incidents. 
Specific products were not reported in the remaining 188 incidents. 
Additionally, annual AAPCC reports were summarized for the period between 1996-1998 
to make comparisons between incidents involving zinc phosphide, strychnine and all other 
rodenticides as a group. Total rodenticide related incidents increased 15% between 1996 and 
1998. Zinc phosphide and strychnine incidents increased 61% and 29%, respectively. However, 
neither compound accounts for greater that 1.0% of the total incidents. Nearly 80% of all 
incidents involving either compound occurred in the home and approximately 60% of the victims 
ingested the material. Males were involved in 60% of the cases. Accidental exposures were most 
common (strychnine - 80%, zinc phosphide - 98%), but it was .interesting to note that strychnine 
was intentionally consumed in more than 10% of the reports. Another interesting difference 
between compounds was that children under 6 years of age were involved in 55% of the zinc 
phosphide incidents, and only 29% of the strychnine incidents. However, in adults (> age 17) 
strychnine was involved in 55% of the incidents and zinc phosphide accounted for 35% of the 
incidents. There was a low but even number of incidents involving people between the ages of 6 
and 17. 
Incidents involving strychnine are more likely to involve treatment at a health care facility 
than zinc phosphide incidents (55% vs. 35%). This may reflect the fact that 90% of those 
exposed to zinc phosphide reported no or minor symptoms. Thirty-five percent of those exposed 
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to strychnine exhibits symptoms were enough to require hospitalization. Strychnine was related 
to seven deaths during this period, five of these were suicide, one was related to cocaine abuse. 
Only one death, a suicide, involved zinc phosphide during this period. 
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EFFICACY OF THREE STRYCHNINE ALKALOID BAIT 
CONCENTRATIONS FOR CONTROLLING PLAINS POCKET GOPHERS 
By 
Craig A. Ramey*, George H. Matschke, Paul L. Hegdal, 
Geraldine R. McCann, and Richard M. Engeman 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Wildlife Services, 
National Wildlife Research Center, Fort Collins, CO 
Abstract: Field efficacy trials were conducted in November 1990, using 0.0% (placebo), 0.32%, 
0.77%, and 1.30% strychnine alkaloid on milo baits for controlling plains pocket gophers 
(Geomys bursarius) near Pleasanton, Texas. These data were required by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency for maintaining the registrations of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
Strychnine bait (4 g) was placed by dipper inside each burrow bait site and covered with paper 
and soil. A minimum of 5 locations were baited for each active burrow system. Radio-equipped 
pocket gophers (n = 121) were monitored both pre- and posttreatment, and if they did not move 
for two consecutive days the carcases were retrieved. Mortality attributed to strychnine based 
upon analysis of carcass residues was 66.7%, 96.3%, and 89.7% for the 0.32%, 0.77%, and 
1.30% concentrations, respectively_ Placebo mortality was 7.0%. A difference in pocket gopher 
mortality using Fisher's Exact test for paired comparisons occurred between the 0.32% and 
0.77%(P = 0.003). Even though the 0.32% concentration approached the EPA's 70% standard 
for registration offield rodenticides, it did not meet the cooperator's expectations of -- 90% 
mortality regarding his decisions regarding costs versus effectiveness. Residue analysis of the 3 
strychnine concentrations indicated that 68 of 88 (77.3 %) pocket gopher carcasses recovered 
posttreatment were positive for strychnine alkaloid. Analysis of the other 20 gophers indicated: 7 
were not used because an interfering peak during chemical analysis, 10 survived and had 
strychnine levels < limit of detection (LOD = 0.2 ppm), 1 additional survivor from the 0.32% 
strychnine treatment unit (TIl) had a strychnine level of 0.9 ppm, and 2 other gophers died 
underground of unknown causes with strychnine levels < LOD. Mean whole carcass residues 
from strychnine mortalities on the 0.32%, 0.77%, and 1.30010 concentrations were 3.4 ppm, 7.5 
ppm, and 9.1 ppm, respectively. Placebo baited TUs had 27 survivors and 2 deaths (strychnine 
levels ifpresent < LOD). Although ANOVA results of the carcass residue differences for the 3 
strychnine concentrations were not clearly indicated statistically (F = 4.84, df= 2,3, P = 0.12), the 
0.77% was - double the 0.32% concentration and the 1.30% was nearly triple. The best 
strychnine efficacy (96.3%) occurred at the 0.77% strychnine concentration. At the highest 
concentration investigated (1.30%), some gophers lived (-10%). All carcasses of plains pocket 
gophers were recovered underground; no nontarget exposures or hazards were observed during 
this study_ 
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AN UPDATE ON A VMA'S EUTHANASIA GUIDELINES 
By 
Robert Schmidt 
Utah State University, Logan, UT 
Abstract: In 1999, the American Veterinary Medical Association's (AVMA) Executive Board 
authorized the formation of a Panel on Euthanasia to review the AVMA's 1993 guidelines for 
euthanasia (Andrews, E. J., et al. 1993. 1993 Report of the AVMA Panel on Euthanasia. J. Am. 
Vet. Med. Assoc. 202: 230-247). The charge given to the Panel was to " ... summarize 
contemporary scientific knowledge on euthanasia in order to provide the best professional 
guidance for relieving the pain and suffering of animals to be euthanized." 
The Panel convened in November, 1999, in Schaumburg, Illinois, for a 2-day meeting. 
Prior to this meeting, requests were made to interested individuals, organizations, and agencies to 
provide input on the new guidelines, and Panel members made initial suggestions for changes. 
Discussions from this meeting resulted in the first working draft. , 
This draft was circulated for comments to interested individuals, organizations, and 
agencies, and these comments were distributed to Panel members. Final comments were solicited 
by the Panel's Chair, and a draft was prepared for the A VMA's Executive Board, which approved 
the report. Currently, the newest guidelines for euthanasia are being prepared for publication in 
the Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association. 
The new guidelines will be acceptable to some and not acceptable to others. The draft 
circulated for outside comments maintained the same general structure and philosophy as the 
1993 guidelines. 
I can report that issues and technologies involved in euthanasia are getting more 
complicated with time, not less. For the future, it may be useful for the A VMA to consider 
developing "guidelines for guidelines for euthanasia," the allowing the various professional 
associations working with laboratory mice, pigs, wild mammals, fish, birds and other creatures to 
develop specific guidelines for euthanasia. As you might expect~ working with a laboratory rabbit 
is diffemt than working with a free-ranging wild rabbit. 
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INTERVENTION DECISIONS IN WILDLIFE DAMAGE MANAGEMENT: 
SOME ECONOMICS 
By 
Ray T. Sterner 
USDA! APlllSIWS National Wildlife Research Center 
Ft. Collins, CO 
Abstract: Lotus® 1-2-3® spreadsheet code bas been prepared to project benefit:cost ratios and 
net crop savings indices a priori; this affords ease of plotting 3-dimensional displays of economic 
indices associated with diverse wildlife damage management activities. The hypothetical response 
surfaces associated with field-size, crop-llivestock-ioss, intervention-effectiveness and 
management-fee variables afford insight into the economics ofperforming wildlife damage 
management activities. Graphical and tabular displays of output affords key decision-making help 
to managers regarding wildlife-damage interventions. 
For example, one analysis dealt with the use of zinc phosphide (CAS 1314-84-7) to reduce 
vole populations in alfalfa. Market datafor 1998 showed that U. S. alfaI1il yields averaged 7.77 
Mtonlha and that customers paid $100.33IMton for the commodity. Plain and zinc phosphide 
baits cost about$0.42lkg (pre-bait) and $2.73lkg, respectively; the baits are registered for 
application at 11.2 kg/ha(1 0 lb.lac.). Computing projections for all combinations of 3 field-size 
(64.8, 19.6 and 259.2 ha), 6 crop-loss (5, 10, 15,20,25 and 30%), 4 bait-effectiveness (.70, .80, 
.90 and 1.0) and 5 -application-fee (US $2,4,6, 8, 101ha) variables associated with using zinc 
phosphide for vole control in 1998 alfalfa crops yielded minimum vs. maximum potential crop 
savings of -$1,166.09 vs. +$12,803.78, -$2,332.19 vs. +$25,607.56 and -$4,664.37 vs. 
+$51,215.13 for 64.8, 129.6 and 259.2 ha fields, respectively. Potential savings were negative 
when damage was input at ~ 5% and displayed transitive effects (i.e., greater savings linked to 
larger field size, crop damage and bait effectiveness variables, but decreased application fees). 
Benefit:cost ratios varied between 0.40 and 6.45, with ,.. 5-1 0% vole-caused damage required to 
produce returns on investments equal to the costs of control (benefit:cost ratio = 1.0). 
Currently, this approach is being adapted for use in assessing other wildlife damage 
management tools and situations (e.g., methylanthranilate for goose avoidance of parks/fairways, 
capsaicin for deterring cable gnawing by rodents, overhead monofilament wires for deterring bird 
visitations to aquiculture ponds). Validity of the approach relies on accurate, valid estimates of 
both tangible and intangible benefits and costs of specific wildlife management techniques. 
References: 
Sterner, R. T. 2001. Spreadsheets, response surfaces and intervention decisions in wildlife 
damage management. Pages xx-xx in L. Clark (ed.), Human Conflicts with Wildlife: 
Economic Considerations. USDA!APIllSINWRC, Ft. Collins, CO (In Press). 
Sterner, R. T. and H. N. Lorimer. 2001. Coding spreadsheets for intervention decisions in 
wildlife damage management. ~ Eastern WIldIe Damage Qmb 9:xxx-xxx. (In Press). 
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WILDLIFE, DAMAGE AND DRYLAND AGRICULTURE ON THE EASTERN 
PLAINS OF COLORADO 
By 
Ray T. Sterner, Brett E. Petersen & Stanley E. Gaddis 
USDA! APIllSIWS National Wildlife Research Center 
Ft. Collins, CO 
Abstract: . The Crop Science Department at Colorado State University is conducting a long-term 
study of no-tillage, no-irrigation schemes at an experimental site near Briggsdale, Colorado. 
Seven crop types (i.e., fallow, Austrian pea, soybean, COIl\ wheat, millet, and sunflower) are 
rotated annually to study soil-moisture/-nutrient effects; crops are planted in 27 x 125 m plots. 
We surveyed 'small mammal populations and crop damage at the site. Potential seed 
removal and plant clipping by rodents was of concern. Fourteen, 12-trap grids were set for 4 
consecutive nights during July and September 2000, with grids balanced across crop types - 1 
grid per 7 crop types in each half of a 48-plot layout. Four grids were also set on tilled areas 
adjacent to the experimental site. Key results of the trapping efforts were: (1) 26 and 1 new 
captures (3.2% and 0.1%) characterized the July and September efforts, respectively, with an 
additional 10 and 3 recaptures during these periods, (2) 4 species were caught -- 13-lined ground 
squirrel (eitel/us tridecemlineatus), western harvest mouse (Reithrodontomys montanus), 
northern grasshopper mouse (Onychomys leucogaster) and deer mouse (Peromyscus 
maniculatus), (3) the deer mouse accounted for practically all captures/recaptures and (4) modal 
captures occurred in wheat plots. 
It is doubtful that rodents pose problems for these no-till schemes, but the absence of 
plants in portions of many plots suggests that seed removal (at planting) remains a concern. 
Obviously, capture rates were low; data in agreement with McEwen, Althouse and Petersen 
(Unpublished data, 1987-95) which showed .... 4.5% captures of small mammals on prairie 
grasslands near Briggsdale. The summer of2000 involved a severe drought -- a possible 
explanation for the reduced captures/recaptures in September. 
Additionally, during October, it became apparent that extensive damage to com and 
soybeans was occurring at the site. Com damage was attnDuted to racoons (Procyon lotor) and 
deer (Odocoileus virginianus & O. hemionus); whereas, damage to soybeans was attributed to 
jack rabbits (Lepus townsendii & L. cali/omicus). Use of crop exclusion barriers have been 
recommended to collaborating Crop Science Stan: and a Spring 2001 trapping effort is planned to 
address potential seed removal questions. 
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AN UPDATE ON THE ACTIVITIES OF 
THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY'S WILDLIFE DAMAGE 
MANAGEMENT WORKING GROUP 
Robert M .. Timm 
Hopland Research & Extension Center 
University of California 
Hopland, CA 
The Wildlife Society's Wildlife Damage Management Working Group was organized in 1993 and 
received its fonnal charter in September 1994. Presently it is the largest of some 15 Working 
Groups within the Society, with 253 paid members as of fall 2000. 
Current Working Group officers-are as follows: Bob Timm (chairperson), Kathleen Fagerstone 
(chairperson-elect), Scott Craven (past chairperson), Gary Witmer (treasurer). Board members 
are as follows: Dale Rollins, Gary San Julian, Robert Schmidt, Richard Chipman, Larry Clark, 
and Desley Whisson. Art Smith currently serves as the newsletter editor. 
To summarize its briefhistory and current directions, the Working Group has been active in three 
areas: Publications, Symposia, and Conference, as described below. 
Publications. The Working Group has taken leadership for authoring, reviewing, and publishing 
several recent publications. These include Managing Canada Geese in Urban Environments: A 
Technical Guide (1999), and Managing White-Tailed Deer in Urban Environments: A Technical 
Guide (2000). As an accompaniment to the former publication, a video Suburban Goose 
Management: Searching/or Balance (1998) was also produced. These publications are 
distributed by Cornell University. Additionally, the Working Group spearheaded the effort to 
write and publish an article on wildlife translocation, which appeared in the spring 1998 issue of 
the Wildlife Society Bulletin (Craven et al. 1998). 
Symposia. The Working Group has sponsored and co-sponsored topical symposia at every 
annual conference of The Wildlife Society. For example, at the recent 'fh Annual TWS 
Conference in Nashville, the Working Group sponsored the symposium "Wildlife and Highways: 
Seeking Solutions to an Ecological and Socio-economic Dilemma." This and other recent 
symposia highlighting wildlife damage management have been well attended. It is encouraging to 
see the increased acceptance of this subject matter within the Society. For next year's TWS 
Annual Conference to be held in Reno, the Working Group is proposing to sponsor a symposium 
"Wildlife-Human Conflicts on Western Rangelands" and to co-sponsor a symposium "Wildlife 
Damage Economics." 
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Conference. In order to facilitate the continuation of the former "Eastern Wildlife Damage 
Management Conference" and the "Great Plains Wildlife Damage Control Workshop," the 
Working Group has decided to undertake sponsorship and coordination of these efforts by 
holding a "Wildlife Damage Management Conference" in the spring of odd-numbered years at a 
selected location in the East or Midwest. Thus, this conference will occur on years in which the 
Vertebrate Pest Conference is not held. While this conference will rely on local hosts to facilitate 
arrangements and field trips, the majority of the planning and organization of the meeting will be 
undertaken by the Working Group. This will lend stability and flexibility to this event, and this 
sponsorship will also permit funding to be carried forward more easily from one conference to the 
next. It will also likely facilitate publication and distribution of conference proceedings from a 
central point of contact. It is expected that this conference will next occur in April 2003, perhaps 
in Arkansas or Missouri. Appreciation is expressed to Jim Miller, who is retiring this coming 
January, and who has provided leadership to the Eastern Conference over its entire history. 
For those who are not presently members of this Working Group, membership is encouraged and 
presently costs only $5 in addition to normal Society dues. This fee supports the Working 
Group's newsletter, published several times each year. 
References Cited: 
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THE INTERNET AND WILDLIFE DAMAGE MANAGEMENT 
ARE WE SOARING TO NEW HEIGHTS OR FLOATING IN CYBERSPACE? 
By 
Dallas Virchow 
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 
Recent years have seen great advancement in Internet technology and concomitant use and 
adaptation among the wildlife damage communities. These communities include retail and 
wholesale businesses, universities, agencies and others in the private and public sectors. Web sites 
that deal with the subject of wildlife damage currently number among the hundreds. List serves 
such as WDAMAGE@listserv.nodak.edu and wildlife=operators@ egroups.com , among others, 
currently serve the needs for short communiques among multiple parties. Chat lines and other 
programs allow for synchronous communication. On-line university courses in wildlife damage 
management are lagging behind more general syllabi for ecology and wildlife management. There 
is a promise that Internet will allow more specific cooperative ventures between the private 
wildlife damage control sector and the agencies responsible for wildlife damage management and 
its research, extension and teaching. 
The Internet Center for Wildlife Damage Management (ICWDM) is an IPM funded 
project between four universities with the web site server and development located at the 
University of Nebraska. The ICWDM targets 3 main groups: l)ProfessionaIs in Wildlife Damage 
Management 2) General Public having wildlife damage problems and 3) Y outhlEducators. The 
web sites main features list current events, conferences, news; university and agency publications 
and conference proceedings (IE Great Plains, Eastern, Bird Strike); links to vendors for wildlife 
damage control supplies and services and the Prevention and Control of Wildlife Damage 
Handbook. 
For those who intend to use Internet as a business tool or for agency program 
development, here are a few common errors in design and perception of a web site: 
1) Poor definition of roles assigned to each entity in the development, design, content, and 
maintenance of the site 
2) Too few collaborative plenary meetings of the development group 
3) Too much time spent in software selection and application 
4) Adding too many features too quickly or providing insufficient support for maintaining 
these features. 
4) Too few intermediate project goals and timetables 
5) Underestimation of time and money required for web site maintenance 
6) Inadequate dovetailing with other multimedia projects (CD-Rom's, Public venue 
kiosks) where the same content and/or design can be used. 
The ICWDM is located at http://wildlifedamage.unl.edu 
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